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Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic curriculum
which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be discouraged
if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this culturally
significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to
https://networkonnet.wordpress.com

Printmaking at the centre of nearly everything 1
William had finished his poem; the topic he had chosen was a thrush. There was the usual lack of spark in
his writing made worse by his insistence on rhyming. He brought the poem and his lino cut to me (the one
from his third attempt). I acknowledged his work, preferring, though, not to say anything directly. Better
for him to work things out for himself.
He went to Catherine and asked what she thought of the lino cut.
What about some branches to fill up that gap? [From the Attack! Teacher Diary series]
Carving lino appeals to children. The physical and mental effort required when using a range of tools and
inks to create images and patterns provides considerable challenge and a great deal of satisfaction in the
outcome. [Chris Graham former art adviser who provided the graphics and most of the text.]

The spontaneous, free-wheeling child revels in the freedom to try things out and use accidental or ‘offregister’ effects and unusual combinations of colour to create vibrant, colour-saturated images and
patterns.

The diffident child is encouraged to keep going by working through a sequenced, linear process that
rewards a step-by-step approach culminating in a finished edition of prints.

When they began lino cutting a few weeks ago, as was my practice in art, I didn’t suggest a topic for them.
I was, however, taken aback by the clichéd outcomes: yachts, aeroplanes, and stick figures. As well, large
areas were unfilled, and there was a lack of balance. This was all the more surprising because they were the
same children who had done such impressive pots. After a number of attempts, however, the children
slowly tired of working at the clichéd level, and began to take more interest in filling in the blocks. This
allowed me to begin praising the good things that appeared. Soon I found that the children were noticing
good things, too, and were pointing them out. I was relieved to see some of them using topics from the
environment, for instance, trees, houses, and flowers.
The outcomes can be a few one-line, one-colour prints created over a relatively short time or a series of
catching multi-coloured prints that have taken a great deal of time, effort, and thought to produce.

With lino, whatever their preferred working style, strengths, weaknesses, or foibles, all children are able to
produce some kind of rendition of personal experiences.
It looks as though the regular environment walks had begun to pay off. I noticed as the walks accumulated
the children becoming more perceptive in their observations. In an oblique way, I encouraged them to use
their senses: what they saw, heard, smelt, and touched. On one occasion, a child changed perspective by
lying down and looking up; other children immediately followed the lead; changing perspective was to
become a regular part of their walk routine. Whatever we did look for, or concentrated on, nearly always
came from the children. I didn’t want to take away from them discovery opportunities. Sometimes they
searched for tiny animals or felt the wind. Trees were a favourite: they looked at shapes; they felt leaves
and trunks; they noted branch patterns; they became excited at buds appearing, leaves falling, nests, or
bird inhabitants. Clouds and shadows were also favourites. On one occasion we put on our raincoats and
explored gutters and observed rain hitting, flowing, and accumulating. Small animals began to be noticed:
spiders and their webs, worms, snails, slaters, moths, butterflies, bugs. When a child remarked on an
interesting shape or pattern, the children were soon looking for similar shapes or patterns.
We all came to an acceptance that the writing, the discussions, and the art, should be seen as a whole. A
further advantage of this perspective was that it made it easier to intervene to urge a child to better
expression. There was nearly always something worthy of praise in some part of this holistic process which
made any intervention by teacher, child, or class more comfortable. A girl, for instance, brought to school
her interest in pukeko nests. Stories, reports, poems, art, and drama ideas soon followed. The class found
their own pukeko nest at the lake nearby, and we visited the pukeko environment regularly to check on the
chicks. Everything was going well for most class members, but one boy continued to struggle with his
writing. When we did the play mime, however, he did very well. I praised him; praise which all recognised
as deserved; this provided a favourable context for me to make suggestions for lifting the quality of his
writing.

